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Our artificial skin

Artificial skin "BIODY" is an artificial skin developed for makeup practice.

This product is for makeup artists and eyelash extension practitioners. 

Keep out of the reach of children.

Items Included:
Check the contents of this package. 

(1) Makeup doll ---------------------------------1

(2) Eyelids with eyelashes (left and right pair) --------1

Directions for Use (Makeup and Cleansing):
(1) Our artificial skin “BIODY” can be practiced for make-up repeatedly.

(2) After use, remove the make-up with a remover.

(3) Please use cosmetics for people.

Cautions and Warnings
(1) Prease storage this product at room temperature.  Keep it in the room you live.

(2) Please avoid direct sunlight.

(3) Please keep this product away from the fire.

(4) Keep out of reach of children.There is a risk that children may eat eyelids with eyelashes.

(5) This product is made of urethane material.

     Please stop using immediately, if you feel uncomfort during use it.

Disposal method:
Follow the laws and regulations of the country / region where you want to dispose of it.

Directions for Use (Eyelashes):
(1) Please note that the left and right side eyelids are different.

     for right eye (Display as 右 )　,  for left eye (Display as 左 )

(2) It is recommended that surgical tape is using to protect the skin from damage 

from glue or tweezers.

(3) Please use glue, remover etc for people.

(1) Don't press hard on modules.

(2) Don't place heavy objects on modules.

(3) Please remove makeup after use.

(4) Color doesn't disappear when using oil-based markers.

(5) Don't expose to hot water more than 60 ℃.

(6) If the skin of modules becomes dirty, clean the stain with ethanol.

(7) Organic solvents such as thinner, chloroform, acid chemicals,

     and alkali chemicals cannot be used.

Care and Maintenance:

BIODY DOLL


